–Peter Hocking–Unlocking the
Monks’ Archives–

Amongst Australia’s private archives, the archive of the Benedictine monastery at New Norcia is possibly without parallel in size,
variety of content, and in its contribution to Western Australia’s
history. In this paper, New Norcia’s archivist gives an insight into
the history and scope of the Benedictine Community’s archive in
Australia’s only monastic town, founded in 1846. [See Hocking:
figure 1, p xii.]
Former archivist, Wendy Pearce, noted that it was fortunate that
there had always been historian monks at New Norcia who “knew
the value of keeping historical records” and who encouraged others
to keep diaries, correspondence, parish and farm records, registers,
1
maps and photographs from as early as 1868. This paper seeks to
explore the monastery’s and the archives’ historical background, the
archives’ contents and archival work, and research that is currently
taking place in this long-established repository.

Historical background
The Monastery and Abbey of the Holy Trinity was founded in
1847 by a group of Spanish Benedictine monks under the leadership
of Rosendo Salvado and, briefly, José Serra; their purpose was to
set up a mission to civilise and convert the Aboriginal population
of the Moore River, where the monastery is situated, to Christianity.
Both Salvado and Serra, who had been friends at the Monastery of
St Martin at Compostela de Santiago in Spain, decided that their
calling was in missionary life so, in 1845, they offered their services
to the Congregation of Propaganda Fide at the Vatican. Two years
2
earlier, the Archbishop of Sydney had sent Fr John Brady , an
3
Irishman, to Perth in the Swan River Colony to take charge of es-
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tablishing missions to the Aborigines. Brady went to Rome in 1845
seeking funds and recruits, both of which he secured, and returned
to Fremantle, Perth’s sea port, with Salvado and Serra and a small
4
band of Benedictines in January 1846.
The location chosen for the mission lies on a bend in the Moore
River 150 kilometres north-east of Perth. In 1846, Perth was a very
remote and isolated community on the edge of civilisation. The
location on the Moore River, 150 kilometres further away from
Perth, was therefore very primitive with endless vistas of woods
and forests, undulating hills, scarce water resources and dangerous
wildlife.
For the next fifty years, under Bishop Salvado, the monks established and expanded the mission, set up a farm, educated the
local indigenous population in farming practices, amongst other
5
things, and built a school for their children. Under the second
Abbot, Fulgentius Torres (1901–1914), who was also an architect,
expansion took place and a further school for the Aboriginal children was built, together with two very grand schools, St Gertrude’s
for fee paying white girls in 1908, and St Ildephonsus, a similar
institution for boys, in 1913. Soon after, in 1927, New Norcia’s third
grand building, now the hotel, but the hostel then, was built to
accommodate visiting parents of children at St Gertrude’s and St
6
Ildephonsus’. [See Hocking: figure 2 & 3, p xiii.]
That next phase – education – came to a close in the early 1990’s
and the monastery entered its third and current phase under the
sixth abbot, the late Placid Spearritt.
Currently, the monastery exists to accommodate the ten remaining monks (from a peak of around 80 in 1900) who continue to
practise the Rule of St Benedict. New Norcia is the only monastic
town in Australia and it is also on the national heritage list so, nat-
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urally, missionary work and education have given way to tourism,
which now plays the primary role, with 60 to 70,000 people visiting
7
the town each year.
The abbots were learned men who were also prolific writers and
photographers. As a result, a vast body of correspondence, photos,
and numerous diaries written during the latter half of the nineteenth
century remain which make up the core of the present day archives.
Bishop Salvado was held in high regard both during his life and
afterwards. After his death in 1900, his papers were stored under
the monks’ beds for safe keeping but, in the 1950s and 1960s, a
concerted effort was made by Fr Eugene Perez, a scholar monk, to
pull together the huge quantity of material that had accumulated
8
over the previous hundred years.
The late Fr Placid was elected abbot in 1983 and, under his
direction, the Archives became a separate department with the
monastery’s first official archivist in charge of not only the archives
9
but the library and the museum collections. In 1998, Wendy
McKinley, who had been responsible for the indexing of the
10
substantial photograph collection , took over as the monastery’s
second archivist. Under her management, the archives expanded
into five rooms; compactus shelving was introduced and proper
archival practice commenced. Computers were purchased and soon
the bulk of the collection was on a database. During McKinley’s
tenure, the archives, the library and the museum and art gallery
were divided into three distinct collecting institutes with their own
managers, mainly because of the rapid expansion of each of those
departments. A robbery in 1988, in which some of the monastery’s
priceless artworks were stolen (subsequently retrieved and restored)
11
led to a renewed tourist interest in the museum and art gallery
whilst Bishop Salvado’s dream to have “a library in the desert”, as
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expressed in a letter of his to his French agent and fellow monk,
12
Théophile Bérengier , had resulted in a library collection of over
80,000 volumes. McKinley retired at the end of 2007, keen to see
the Archives move to the next stage − digitisation − which was when
the present archivist was appointed.

The Archives’ holdings
During the eleven years that this archivist has been at New
Norcia, it has become clear that there are, in effect, two separate
and distinct archives. One of them comprises everything from Salvado’s death to the present day but by far the most interesting and
important are the documents from Salvado’s era, namely 1847 to
1900, which are very different from the documents belonging to the
reigns of successive abbots. There are the usual documents, diaries
and correspondence, but it is the comprehensiveness and unity of
the Salvado collection that makes it so different and so unique.
As will be shown, everything to do with the running of a monastery is present: the maps, the diaries, the letters, the registers, the
employment records, the financial ledgers.
In contrast, the records from later abbots are much more bureaucratic, reflecting the official policies of the time. In 1905, for example, the State government introduced an Act of Government
13
called the Native Welfare Act which essentially removed indigenous children from their families and placed them in institutions so
that they could be cared for and educated. Prior to 1905, children
had been placed at New Norcia voluntarily by their parents, many
of whom worked at the mission. After 1905, this was not the case
and New Norcia effectively became an unwilling agent of the government. This seems to have brought about a significant change in
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what might be called the “tone” of the records, which increasingly
become less compassionate and much more bureaucratic.
But, looking back at Salvado’s records and at a different time,
the documents reveal a society that interacted with the Aborigines
and treated them as family, in stark contrast to what followed, particularly from 1905 onwards. It was mentioned earlier that Bishop
Torres, who followed Salvado, was an architect − it was he who also
built the walls to keep the indigenous and monastic communities
separated. Little wonder then that the tone of the records changes
as, clearly, the attitudes had changed.
So, if one concentrates only on the Salvado era, it will be seen
that there is a collection of documents and photographs spanning
fifty-four years, from the time the monastery was established in
1847 to Salvado’s death in Rome in December 1900. Amongst these
records, there are two categories that, for this archivist, are the most
important. Importance of course is relative in this collection; for
one reason or another, every piece of paper is important because it
is a witness to, or a record of, the great themes in Australian history.
Australia was claimed by the British in 1788, the Swan River Colony
(now the State of Western Australia) was founded forty three years
later in 1829 and the monastery barely eighteen years later than that
in 1847, so it can be seen that New Norcia was in existence almost
from the start of the Swan River Colony and not that long after
Australia was claimed by Captain Cook for Great Britain.
As a result, these great themes of Western Australian, and very
often Australian, history are to be found in the registers, diaries,
letters and records of Bishop Salvado – themes that cover agriculture, immigration, settlement, education, religion and interaction
between settlers and indigenous peoples. Uniquely and importantly, this story is told from a European point of view, not from
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the traditional Anglo-Irish as is so often the case with Australian
14
collections.
Amongst the Registers are those which cover births, confirmations, marriages, deaths, and burials for New Norcia and its
surrounding parishes of which the baptism, marriage and burial
registers have so far been digitised. A surprising consequence of Salvado’s single-mindedness with regard to records is that Aboriginal
families who grew up in and around New Norcia now have a very
comprehensive family history database resource which goes back
15
well over 120 years. It must be remembered that, prior to Salvado’s
arrival, the Aboriginal community had no written records, only an
oral history tradition.
Farm records and registers for crops, horses, land, sale of produce,
livestock even weather conditions such as temperature and rainfall
have all been recorded. Additionally, there is a very valuable and
extensive map collection consisting of over 300 maps and diagrams,
together with manuscript maps of the local area dating from the
16
1850s. These show that, at its peak in the 1880’s, Salvado’s land
holdings comprised nearly a million acres which, in modern metric
17
terms, is the equivalent of 3,900 square kilometres.
To summarise the remaining facets of Salvado’s records before
the most important documents are discussed, there are additionally
accounts for the monastery farm, the building and running of the
monastery and, later, the schools, as well as pay sheets and records
for the workers. Also to be found are land records which, together
with the maps, include diagrams, leases and agreements with workmen. There are also building records, water and sewerage plans as
well as floor plans.
18
In addition to a substantial and separate music archives , New
19
Norcia also has an impressive photograph collection. It is estimat-
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ed that there are approximately 40,000 photographs, many of them
dating from the early days, including two Daguerreotypes, one of
Bishop Salvado, the other of his brother Santos. [See Hocking: figure
4, p xiv.] It was Santos, Queen Isabella II’s chaplain, who introduced
the camera to New Norcia in 1868. Since then, the monks have built
up a formidable collection which includes images of every building
on the site from a variety of different angles over an extraordinary
range of days, months and seasons, thus providing a remarkable
history of the development of the buildings and the town for the last
150 years. Just over 30,000 of the archives’ photographs have been
scanned so far and, although they are not to be found online, many
of the Salvado era photos have since appeared in newspaper articles,
magazines and books and one has even been used by the Australian
20
postal service. [See Hocking: figure 5, p xiv.]
The two areas which are generally considered to be the most
important by the Community are the letters and the diaries. It is in
these media that the real life of the mission and its interaction with
the Swan River Colony can be experienced for it is here that the
hopes and fears of nineteenth century Western Australia are acted
out, together with all the mundane details of daily life, as well as the
surprising twists of history, and the happy and the sad, and often
21
tragic, moments.
It is estimated that there are close to 20,000 items of correspondence in the archives, not all of which comes from Salvado’s time
but a disproportionately large amount does originate with Salvado. Amongst the correspondents, as Spanish academic, historian
22
and member of the archives staff Teresa De Castro shows , are
European royalty (particularly Queen Isabella II of Spain), church
and Vatican officials, the Colonial Office in London whilst, from
Western Australia, correspondents included the explorer and gover-
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23

24

nor, Sir John Forrest , as well as Governor Weld and well known
25
personalities such as Daisy Bates , who was a famous, often controversial but always eccentric, Australian lady anthropologist of
the late nineteenth century. The celebrated English nurse, Florence
Nightingale, even sought advice from Bishop Salvado, so surprised
and impressed was she at the extraordinary state of health to be
found amongst the monks and the Aboriginal population of New
Norcia. There is also a substantial body of correspondence from
“ordinary” people, amongst whom were shepherds, sawyers, shearers, neighbours, businessmen, right through the social spectrum
down to humble workmen.
Additionally there are important collections of letters, such as a
substantial 250 plus body of correspondence from Canon Raffaele
Martelli, an Italian priest who accompanied Bishop Salvado to
Western Australia in 1853 and who later became the parish priest at
Toodyay, a small town 100 kilometres to the east of New Norcia, and
also at Fremantle, the port city for Perth. There is an equally large
collection of letters from a French monk, Léandre Fonteinne who,
with Irishman John Gorman, accompanied Salvado on his very first
expedition to the Moore River in 1846, and where he accidentally
shot and killed Gorman while cleaning his gun. The tragedy had a
profound effect on Fonteinne’s sanity as he subsequently returned
to France from where he wrote long, rambling, and often incoherent
letters to Abbot Guéranger at Solesmes near Paris for many years
to come. There is too the correspondence of Théophile Bérengier, a
monk of the Benedictine community in Marseille, whose collection
is equally as large as the first two, as a result of the scanning of
Salvado’s letters written to Bérengier, which were discovered at the
26
Benedictine monastery of Ganagobie, in France, in 2002. These
are but three examples of large collections of letters from significant
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people and all of which have been scanned for academic purposes,
which will be addressed later.

The Diaries
Finally, the most fascinating and valuable of the archives’ documents are the diaries. The diaries of New Norcia are a remarkable
collection of documents because they provide an almost continuous
daily narrative of the history of New Norcia since its foundation
in 1847. There are, in fact, several diaries; Salvado’s diaries, written
in a miniscule hand in many tiny volumes over fifty years, are the
most valuable documents the archives have, and they have been the
subject of much research and expenditure over many years.
Salvado’s successor, Bishop Torres, was not the diarist that Salvado was but he clearly recognised the importance of keeping some
sort of community history because he initiated The Community
Diary or Chronicle (a diary of daily events) in 1901 which continues
unbroken to the present day. Until the early 1950s, the Community
Diary was written in Spanish, thereafter in English. These, too,
provide a fascinating insight into daily life where even the most
ordinary of details can be discovered. Because these diaries are so
important for the history of not only New Norcia but also for what
else was happening in Western Australia and further afield, this
paper will look a little deeper into Salvado’s diaries and see what
27
they reveal about life in the second half of the nineteenth century.
[See Hocking: figure 6, p xv.]
Salvado kept a diary for over fifty years and his diaries are by
far the most important, simply because of the huge time span they
cover and because they were written by the bishop himself. He was
not always at New Norcia, as he was often in Europe raising funds
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and looking for new missionaries. Unwittingly, the other principal
monk diarists, Francisco Marsa, Manuel Beleda, and Joannes Gar28
rido filled in the gaps with their own diaries.
Salvado’s diaries comprise eighteen tiny volumes written in a
microscopic hand; the language is, naturally, Spanish but other
languages are to be found including Latin, French, Italian, English,
and a smattering of Aboriginal words.
However, in recent years, an extremely generous bequest has
allowed the Archives to have the diaries transcribed as a first step
towards their translation which should be completed during 2018.
For this paper, the examples are taken from the 1876 and 1877 diaries. Unlike Beleda and Garrido, Salvado’s diaries have everything:
stories, humour, compassion, and tragedy and, throughout, one
is always aware of how the bishop felt about whatever he was discussing. Space does not allow one to expand on this but two brief
examples should suffice.
Amongst other topics, his own, and other people’s, health was
a constant source of wonder and concern to him, for instance the
unfortunate Martin Griver, the second Catholic Bishop of Perth,
who was seriously ill in Fremantle for several weeks during July and
29
August 1876. For those six weeks, Salvado was by Griver’s bedside
ministering to him whilst writing his diary, in which he described
not only Griver’s alarming symptoms but the extraordinary medication given to him. On 26th of July for example, the unfortunate
patient was woken up at at a dreadful hour to face the following:
4.00 beef soup, 6.00 medicine, 8.00 chocolate, 10.00 medicine,
11.00 beef soup, 11.45 laxative, 2 pm medicine, 4.00 castor oil, 6.00
medicine, 7.00 beef soup, 10 pm an egg, then finally at 11 pm another laxative. It must have been a great incentive to get better, as
30
eventually he did, in spite of Salvado’s treatment.
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Secondly, the entry for Brother Melito which serves to illustrate
that life was rather harsh in the 1870s and that his going mad was
as unimportant as getting the sheep washed: “October 7th: Another
flock of sheep washed—the twelfth such. Brother Melito is beginning to show signs of madness and, this afternoon, Mr Clinch’s
31
servants returned from taking the horses to Fremantle”. [See
Hocking: figure 7, p xv.]

Archival research and the future
However, this extraordinary and unique legacy is not without
its problems. Most of the correspondence and all the diaries are in
Spanish, and that constitutes the main problem. Spanish, in fact,
remained the dominant language at the monastery until the mid
1950s when the decision was taken to make English the principal
language, although by then it was actually only the Community
Chronicle that was still in Spanish. Apart from Dr de Castro and
the monastery’s Fr David Barry, there are very few Spanish speakers
in Western Australia, and the extent of the documentation is so
great that it is far too much to expect Dr De Castro and Fr David
to translate everything, to unlock everything, so that they might be
32
available to English speaking researchers.
Consequently, in 1992, the Archives Research and Publications
Committee was appointed to investigate how this huge body of
material could be unlocked and made available. In 1995, an investigation into the research potential of the archives led to the establishment of an annual Studies Day at which four speakers (two in the
morning, two in the afternoon) would present the results of their
33
research conducted in the archives. In its twenty-five-year history,
it has given rise to a remarkable array of information gleaned from
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the archives covering a huge range of topics, including Western
Australian history, farming practices, Salvado’s relations and interactions with the Aboriginal community, bee-keeping, biographies
34
and so on and so on.
That, in turn, has generated the publication of the New Norcia
Studies journal, being the papers from the year’s Studies Day; 2018
will witness the launch of the 25th edition as well as other papers
that, for practical reasons, could not be delivered on the day. The
Committee also oversees the publication of a variety of books, the
most important of which is Salvado’s Memoirs being an English
translation of his 1851 Memorie Storiche dell’Australia, originally pub35
lished in Rome and which is now in its third English edition.
Over the last twenty years, a small group of academics has sorted
and catalogued the substantial body of correspondence and, whilst
doing so, has written a summary of each letter in English, generally
36
referred to as The Summaries.
The result is that there is now available an English summary of
all the letters from the Salvado era, complete with their metadata:
author, addressee, place, date etc etc. It was mentioned earlier, too,
that significant collections of correspondence had been scanned for
academic purposes. As these letters are scanned, they are then linked
to The Summaries, thus providing a very powerful research tool.
The first practical use of this tool was in 2010, when the Italian
Department of the University of Western Australia became aware
of Canon Martelli’s letters, written over a period of thirty years.
[See Hocking: figure 8, p xvi.] The Department was, and still is,
interested in the development of Italian outside Italy during the
nineteenth century and the monastery’s collection represented a
37
good resource. Martelli’s letters were scanned and have now been
transcribed and translated; their importance to linguistic research
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is reflected in exchange students from the Catholic University in
Milan working on them. The last seven years have seen not only
the transcription and translation of the letters but there has been
enough scope in the analysis to provide material for at least two
PhDs, as well as Masters’ theses and Honours dissertations. The
38
Martelli letters were published, in translation, in 2014 .
Using The Summaries, the letters of Léandre Fonteinne have also
been located, translated and published along with the Martelli let39
ters. Théophile Bérengier’s book, Histoire d’une colonie bénédictine,
written in 1877 as a follow up to Salvado’s Memoirs, was published
40
in 2014 as well, this being the first time it has appeared in English.
In 2008, the sixth abbot of New Norcia, Fr Placid Spearritt,
passed away. In honour of his own scholarship and his dreams of
furthering research in the archives, $500,000 was raised through
very generous benefactors which now provides the basis for the
41
annual Abbot Placid Spearritt Memorial Scholarship. A stipend is
then paid to a scholar to complete a particular area of research from
the pecuniary interest on this sum. [See Hocking: figure 9, p xvi.]
So far, this scholarship has seen the completion and publication
of the letters of Martelli and Fonteinne, the translation and publication of Bérengier’s History of a Benedictine colony, the translation
42
of Salvado’s 300 page Report to Propaganda Fide in 1883 and a
43
smaller report in 1900 , and the launch of a previously unpublished
44
1924 History of New Norcia , written by a monk of the monastery,
Fr Román Rios. In October 2017 the announcement of the Scholarships for 2018–2019 were announced: these will involve a translation of Santos Salvado’s correspondence before he arrived at New
Norcia (approximately 200 letters) and a comprehensive catalogue
of the 300 or so maps that the archives holds.
Much has been done to unlock these archives, some of which
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research still awaits publication, including the translation of the
correspondence between Bérengier and Salvado. Although considerable work still remains in the editing of this substantial corpus, its
publication is expected in 2019. Also waiting to be published is the
study of the engravings and the engravers in Salvado’s Memoirs and
Bérengier’s History which will appear as a high quality landscape
format book, as part of a series that will also include the research
recently completed into the extensive map collection and the investigation into the photographs taken by Salvado’s brother, Santos.
Despite the considerable work over the last few years, so much
more remains to be done including the translation of the remaining
Spanish letters, the Community Chronicle from 1917 to the mid
1950s as well as the summarising of the voluminous correspondence
of Abbot Catalan (third abbot, 1915–1950) in the same way that the
Salvado era correspondence has been treated.
In conclusion, it can be appreciated from the foregoing that the
archives of New Norcia hold a uniquely valuable resource for those
wishing to research the many and varied aspects of Western Australia’s admittedly short history. In fact, so all embracing are these
documents that Dr De Castro concluded a paper she wrote in 2005
by stating that: “No history of Western Australia is complete if it
avoids using New Norcia’s records … and nobody wants a lame his45
tory of Western Australia, do they?” Given the remarkable interest
shown in New Norcia’s archives through the memorial scholarship,
co-operation with the University of Western Australia and other
Australian universities since those words were written, it was indeed
a most insightful comment.
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Figure 1 (p. 375). Aerial view of the Monastery of New Norcia (NNA
W6.B5.5.245).
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Top: Figure 2 (p. 376). St Gertrude’s College for Girls (NNA Comm.03/1).
Bottom: Figure 3 (p. 376). St Ildephonsus’ College for Boys (NNA
Comm.03/2).
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Figure 6 (p. 383). A page from Salvado’s diary for April 1877
(NNA 2234A/11).

Figure 4 (p. 381). An 1849 Daguerreotype of Bishop Rosendo Salvado
(NNA 72717P).

Figure 5 (p. 381). A proposed postage
stamp issued by Australia Post in 2011
featuring Australia’s first Aboriginal
telegraphist, Helen Cuper.
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Figure 7 (p. 385). Brother Melito Basterrechea, 1849–1927
(NNA 77896P).
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Figure 8 (p. 386). An example of Canon Martelli’s correspondence
dated 16th April 1854 (NNA 2234A/9-94).

Figure 9 (p. 387). Abbot Placid Spearritt,
1933–2008 (NNA DSCF-5293b).
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